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Broadly considered the leading publication involving nutrition and feeding infants and kids, this revised edition offers
practical advice that considers the most recent research into such topics simply because: emotional, cultural, and
genetic areas of eating; introducing solid meals to an infant's diet plan; An appendix talks about an array of disorders
including allergy symptoms, asthma, and hyperactivity, and how to teach a child who is reluctant to consume. bottle-
feeding; proper diet during pregnancy; and staying away from mealtime battles. feeding the preschooler; breast-feeding
versus; The author also discusses the benefits and disadvantages of giving small children vitamins.
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Good, but I'm afraid it's outdated I’ve with all this book a lot of thought since I started reading it about 1.5 years ago.
Kids are resilient but this reserve presents ideas which will make a big positive effect on their romantic relationships
with you, other people, and meals throughout their lifetime. I've considered these recommendations in forming a simple
understanding of relationships with meals and how exactly to help your kids with this. Satter's feeding advice is
absolutely fantastic. The suggestions in this reserve are appropriate for addressing food as a neutral stimulus, when in
fact, food is not a neutral stimulus inside our culture. It is fascinating, enticing, and ever-present. While many books
include development charts, this book is the only 1 I've seen which explains in detail how babies normally progress
through these charts and how exactly to interpret deviations from typical. While I've considered overlooking this truth
in my method of feeding my kids, as the author suggests keeping a neutral stance to foods of all kinds, I have didn't
adopt this approach. While it has the right things, I felt like the majority of of it was her promoting other books.
However, we've since learned that this dietary approach is not healthy or reasonable and that sugars are more readily in
charge of current health problems. Furthermore, the low-fat diet does place people at better risk for bingeing. Colleges
still use this book within early childhood diet classes. I also intend to maintain fairly easy access to healthy foods
instead of scheduling snack times, as I believe that is more realistic because they set out by themselves in today’s day
and age when food is available around every corner. what other think I will do. It's okay.. It seems very even-handed
about how it presents both breastfeeding and formula-feeding. The author’s guidance was developed during a time (1st
publication in 1983) when low-fat foods were extremely popular and I can observe how this informed her
recommendations. And some of the information seemed kinda. We all have been happier and healthier for it.. Producing
that choice secondary to the feeding relationship itself. I initially had a library duplicate and am today purchasing
multiple copies for myself and as gifts to close friends who present concerns if you ask me that are answered by this
reserve! Five Stars Feeding and what's healthful or not offers been one of the primary pre-parenting anxieties we have
had... The book never spoke on that topic. I can confidently say that this book is a wonderful guide for parents As a
dietitian and a pediatric diet enthusiast, I can confidently say that this book is a great guidebook for parents. Feeding
could be a source of stress and frustration for parents and their kids, but this reserve is a great guide to avoiding
complications. I wish that it was organized in much less of a conversational context, but I imagine it creates for a less
strenuous read overall. She doesn't talk about consuming in isolation but rather links it to playtime, rest and
wakefulness etc. It's so wonderful to possess a resource such as this available.. I purchased this book for us and we are
actually getting a LOT from it. I also wish there was more detail on troubleshooting 'picky eating'. it's all predicated on
good science as well, which is very gratifying. A solid confidence builder! It really is compatible with baby-led weaning
(as far as I can tell) and in addition addresses both breastfeeding and formula feeding.. I must say i appreciate the
overall principle of the reserve, but some of the detailed guidance is definitely dated i. The writer is a authorized
dietitian and is an expert in the field of pediatric nutrition.g. One Star Outdated and incredibly unrealistic Three Stars
My daughter may like it.It's body positive, which is fabulous; That was the core concern I was trying to learn about, and
idea the book fell short. It teaches parents how to train their infants and toddlers to avoid eating complications and
disorders of all kinds. It’s very helpful for understanding a wholesome approach to feeding your children in a “traditional”
feeling. Admittedly, in my own case, she actually is preaching to the choir, and I am merely thrilled with how she weaves
apparently disparate results of varied studies right into a comprehensive watch of feeding as a task which is essential
emotionally and developmentally. I, personally, just choose for educational books to become set in a far more outlined
manner. This is actually the best nutrition book out there for young children This is the best nutrition book out there for
young children. a whole section warns against the fillers and sodium in canned baby food. She is truly an expert who has
spent a long time studying nutrition and working with young families. It is also more packed with junk than
previously.Having glanced at one of Satter's old books, her writing design seems to be more concise at this point which
is good because the book has already been hefty enough even though it just elaborates on the more contentious topics.
The organizational flow is good and she repeats her main messages often so that it is feasible to learn the chapters in
isolation.Though it is current and then sometime around its print date (2000), the overall info relayed is consistent with
the newer changes in the pediatric practices I've skilled and the various other books that I've read. She hasn't updated



the breastfeeding chapter, preferring rather to refer visitors to state "The Nursing Mother's Companion".. dated?To sum
everything up, she has performed her homework and she is providing a very important public program in presenting her
life's work in this book.The one thing I wanted to understand was if I don't cause them to become eat supper, what am I
likely to do when they awaken hungry in the center of the night time?p.s. on a far more humorous be aware, it reminds
me of the intent of the reserve "Good Owners, Great Cats". Best parenting publication I've read Of all the parenting
books I've go through (and I'm a devoted reader! Must have Must have for parents. Good general source for moms, falls
brief on detailed guidance I have a 10 month aged and bought this for help with feeding solids.. enough said.... you may
not like what it says nevertheless, you need to browse it... While I'm sure there are brands that still do that, the baby
grocery store has significantly evolved to offer a wide selection of healthy choices. She addresses both average child
and kids that she describes as vulnerable to well-signifying but misguided parents (e. I intend to limit my kids’ usage of
sugars also to educate them concerning this rather than keep a neutral stance. In cases like this, if you enhance the
parenting, a child will shine!) this one was perhaps the most influential. However, after careful thought and observation,
I don’t think it adequately addresses eating in our modern lifestyle, which continues to improve at an instant pace.
preemies, small babies, fat infants). Yes, the publication was written not long ago, but I would never have guessed that
because the principles she recommends are so solid and make therefore much sense. Every time I'd get stressed about
my child's eating, I'd pick up this book and it could honestly just make me feel therefore much better and give me
guidance. Otherwise, I believe all parents and caregivers would greatly benefit for this book. Feeding Your Baby Good
information for fresh mothers or moms to be about feeding your baby through the entire infant and childhood years. I
couldn't recommend this book more to parents of very young children. Creating a healthy relationship with meals is a
gift that parents give their children, which book shows you how.e. A very interesting read A whole lot of what the
publication promotes makes so very much sense. I feel that I was carrying out some of these ideas to start with however
I thought that it had been "wrong" due to "research" & I wish diets in our culture were as simple as they were in the
early eighties when this book first came out. Therefore comforting to end up being back on the right track and my young
ladies are all ready reaping the huge benefits..
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